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Final Technical Report

(7/1/89 - 6/30/94)

Abstract

This final report s a summary of all of the research performed on the project entitled
Termolecular Association of Ions in Gase. under AFOSR Grant no. AFOSR-89-0426 for the
period 7/1/89-6/30/94. Theoretical research was completed and published on the following
projects:

(A) Termolecular Recombination

A+B+M--*AB+M

(B) Laer-Assisted Electron-Excited Atom Collisions

a- + A+ Nw --.#- +A* + /Aw

(C) Electron-Excited Atom Collisions

e - A -.. "+ A, A =5I,He

(D) Atom-Excited Atom Collisions

A + B() --# A + B+ +-

A total of 23 publications were obtained together with four Ph.D theses during the
period of the Grant. FUl reference to this work is provided. In addition, new theories of
Ion-Molecule Collisions (E) and Dissociative Recombination (F) have also been developed
and are provided in this report as well. Full details of the theory of ion-molecule collisions
are provided in an accompanying Organization Report GIT-89-023.
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I. Introductiou

This 6aW report wummarues all of the research perme on the project 4atited 7Thmlecular A".

ciatieu o elow in Ges. during the period of Jul 1, 1989 through 3m 30, 19k. The present theoretical

research was performed under the auspices of AFOSR Grnat no. AFOSR-83-04.

The objectives of the research program. was to formulate, develop ad implement new theoretical4.

scriptious of various atomic and molecular processes of importance in various siuatioga of interest to the

Air Force.

11. Reserch Completed

Theoretical research was completed as the following projects:

(A) 1Urmoleculu rcobato

A +B+ M -AD+ M

(B) Laser-Assisted Electroa-Ezcited Atom C4llisions

e- + A + Nh -*e-+A*+MAAw

(C) Atom-Excited Atom Collsin

A +B(s) --.A+N+e+

(D) Ion-Mlecule Collision

X+ + AB (XAB) -, roduct

X+ + ABC -~(XAB&)* -~ rduct.

(Z) Usctron-Ezctod Atom Colliion

e- +A -C+A*, A=EH,RNo

(F) Empirical and Semiempizical Rpeettosof Ion-Atom and Atom-Atom Interaction

Potentials

(G) Electron-Ion DissociativeRcobnto

e+AD+ --*A+ B
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Each of theTOpics (A).(D)were the subjecta of four Ph.D them performed under the auspices of AFOSR

during the raut period. The research was written up and published in various referred journals. Repaints

and Annual Reports wee ot routinely to APOSR under report am. GIT49-001 throug G1T49-015. Ih

addition to this present repot (no. GIT49-024), the reports (GrT-89-016) through (G1T49-023), contain
a copy of the moat receut Ph.D the and the remaining reprints of published research ae attachments to

this basic inal report.

III. Published Raseatc

A. Publication in Reviewed Jounss

Preptints of the following reseack ver submitted to the APOSR under the GTT Reports speciled

below.

1. Mansky . .and lannery . L, U .I"%# of lai Set Sie in a- +H(l - 2, 4)

Collisions 1. Phys. B: At. MoL Opt. Phy. 28 601-7 (1900) (Report GIT-S9-004).

2. Mansky . 1. mad Flannery M. R., Po.Aststiow FPctiom for the 21 P, 31P asi 31D States of fBehm,

3J, Phs B: At. VoL Opt. Phys. 28 3987-92 (IO) (Report G'T-89-005).

3. Vanshy B. 3. and Mannaery M. R., 2U Mulickausel Moel Tim"r of Zlsetro JEdrg, CoWNio.

. Zxcitatio of 5(1.), 3. Phys. U: At. MoL Opt. Phys. 23 449-72 (190) (Report GoT-sO06).

4. Mamky 3 3. a nd Flanery . R,., 21a Mlickazi l Dmal 21.o of . 'ctro-Hefin Colisns

I. Beefti., of &(1'1 S), 3. Phys, 3: At. Mo Opt. Pys. 23 4734 4 4 (190) (Report G1T4-00?.

5. Smith P. H. G. ad Planunry 1. R., Ileirbe-Atom Colliin. a a.,er Pie1d, Nucd. Ito. Math.

Phys. RLs. U 56/4? 1-9 (19 1) (Report 1T-49-011).

6. Smith P. H. G. and Flamnery M. R., -Blctres-Hydages Colliio. in a zaw Peld, 3. Phys. B: At.

MoL Opt. Phy. 24 L489-94 (1901) (Report GIT-89-010).

7. Mausky B. J. and Flannery M. R., Adiret Coupling Meekunn. and Stoke# Parameters for Blectrou-

Atom Scattering, 3. Phys. 9: At. VoL Opt. Phys. 24 L5514 (1991) (Report G1T-S9-013).

S. Flaanery M. R.., T~esnqort-Colirifnal Master Biatione for Term. .. ulat Recom~imation asc 4 mue-

tio. of Gus Denft, 3. Chm. Phys. 95 8205-26 (M0) (Report G1T-89-012).

9. Smith, P. H. G. and Plannery M. L, Bectresn.E p s Collisions with Drsued Target

and Volkow Projectile States in a La Pie1d 3. Phys. B: At. MoL Opt. Phys. 25 1021-49 (1992)

(Report Grr-89009).

10. Mansky M. 3. and Flannery M. R., Blectrox.Metatable Helium Difiemtial and Integral Cross

Section, 3. Phys. B: At. Vol. Opt. Phys. 25 1591-7 (1992) (Report GTT-89-016).

11. Flannery M. L, Termeular los-lo Rembnatien, Acta Physic Univesrtatis Comezlnal 33

110632 (1992) (Report Grr- d17).
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12. IaaskL 3..Aamasey IL, nn piica ud Se napiical Interction Potestiab for Rev.

G -Rev Ge ad Jerv 0e-alide Spetess, J. Cham. Pkys. 99 196"2-77 (1993) (Report GIT4-016).

13. afald A. and lamnery M. R., Anaprl-Momunsis Tr sfer in Colsioeasl lastioa, Phys. Rev.

A 50 429-39 (I4) (Report Grr49-019).

B. Chapters Publshed in Books during Grant Period:

14. Flanery M. R., Recombination Pmxuu* in Moleculr Prmesu in Spec. TWatnabe, 1. ShimL-

maura, M. Shimin ad Y. Itilawa (ode), Plenum Pre (1990) (Report =lT-89-002).

is. Mansky E. 3., Ilctms Caolhin Cre Secrtions hsu ling Recited ItstO4 in N"sabrism Pm-

emess in Pswftil lesiad Gases, NATO AS! asee R 220 349-5, M. Capitdi and 3. N. Bardeley (eds.),

Plenum Pres (199) (Report GIT-89-00).

16. ]Planery M. R., MHctmepic ad Macroscopic Theories of rerw lacse buti w een

Atomic loss, in Diseocialt sesia Theevi, Isprhndad Apphostieue, NATO-ASI Mses 3818

205-19, B. R. Rowe aad 3. B. A. litch l (od), Plsum Prm, NY. (1993) (Report GT49-020).

17. Fhannery M. R., IJhcbea,-lo and lea-las Recombination Pooeee, Advances in At. Mol. Opt.

Phys. 8 2 11747, Acadmic Pres (94) (Report rr-89-021).

18. McDaniel Z. W. and Mansky . ., Godie to Bibi ap iei, Books, Reiew ad Compeadie of

Dsae os Atomic Coluuim Avma. is At. MoL Opt Phy.. Special leue: 09e Sectie Det 88 30-483,

Academic Press (1994) (Report OrT-39-M2).

C. Book Review Published during Grant Period:

1. Mansky . 3., Chame 3Ze and the Teor of lo Atom Colisins by B. H. Bruansden and M.

R. C. McDowA Oxford U. Pris (199), reviewed in Phyicm Today 48 124-25, October 1993.

D. Personnel Involved during the Grant Period:

9 Graduate Students awarded Ph.D degre during Grant Period

1. Dr. M. S. Keenan, Ph.D thrns: Temokenlr Ios-Atom Associatio awarded 3-17-90, US citisen.

2. Dr. Philip H. G. Smitk, Ph. these: A Semicieeaicl Treatment of1 Le Assisted

Collisios ina Soft-photos We.h-ieu Regime, awarded 6-3-91, non-US citisen.

3. Dr. A. Hatad, Ph.D thed: Angalar Momenstm T /wsfer in Bl€et-Atom and Atom-Atm Co1i-

sional Ionization, awarded 5-16-91, son-US citisen.

4. Dr. X. Q4 Ph.D theme: lan-Molecle Spireainm Collisim nd Termoleclr Recombination (Report

GIT-89-023), awarded 6-16-94, non-US citisen.

* Senior Research Scientists

1. Dt. E. 3. Mausky 11, Senior Research Scientist, US citisen.
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IT. Rose"&hHgblhs

(A) Termolecular Recombination

A+B+M-AB+M

ScImec Objectiv"s

(1) Develo the first fundamental comprehensive microcopic theory of this smplat three-body ch emicael

reaction.

(2) The theory to serv as a case study or proto-type fow more complex three-body transporit-flneced

retions.

(3) The rate of the reaction nut be fuamished as a function of the gs (atomic ot molecular)spcs

M and mut ilustrate the nonj-hzea variation of the rate between the reaction limited regime at low gas

densities and the transport limited rempinIn the limit of high gas densiis.

Approachi

(a) Develop sets of transport-collisional master equations which govern the behavior of the microscopic

distribution %(A, 3, Z) of (A - B) pairs in the gas M ower their internal separation R, reatve enrg N and

relative angular momentum L.

(b) The set of equations incorporate a blend of statistical mechanics and theories to describe the trans-.

port of A towards B through the gas M, and atomic and molecular scattering theory to describe the reactive

and non-reactive, collision between the pains (A - B) with gas spaes M.

Aeoplhm ts

A major peron the construction, development and solution of the required equations has been pub-

lished in J. Chen. Phys. 95 (1391) 820&-26. Publication no. 5 of 1111. Reprints sent to APOSR, as Report

GIT-8.012. Additional papers on Recomnbination which have been published are nos. 11, 16 and 17 of 1111.

The latter three papers have also been nt to APOSR as Reports GIT-89-017, -020 and .021, respectively.

ltunain~TalItemes

This development has served as a textbook study of the most basic three body chemical reaction from a

microscopic viewpoint. It provides quantitive and physical foundations for various macroscopic treatments.

It Mlustrates ho~w reaction and traasort wre coupled in transport-influenced reactions.

Applications:

The ternolecular process is hey to the basic understanding of:

" Rane gas - halide (ezrdplez) lasers and rare gas excimer lasers,

" combustion and rocket plumes,

" various, low temperature plasmas, plasma etching and plasa decomposition processes, etc.
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(B) Laser-assisted Electron-Hydrogen Collisions

e- + A + a~w .,-, g- + A* + mhv

ScientifL Objectives:

(a) To develop the bet comprehensive theory of the colUiion i which th states of the atm A we drsed

(modifed) by the lamr and wre then closely coupled by the dectron-atom interactio. The projectale electron

i also drected by the ldd of the laser.

(b) To investigate to what extent the presence of the lawr enhance and can control the degee of excitation

in electron atom colisions

Approach

A semclaoscal Ploquet approach i used to lad the dureed state of the atom in the luer ield.

Volkor satates are the states of the electron in the laser ild. A semiclassical multichannel ulkona treatment,

previouly developed for dectron-atom cllisions, then uses the Ploquet end Volkov staa in a closely coupled
calculation to produce the co sections for dectron-atom collision in a las tld.

Ac¢omplishmens:

Such a theory was developed and applied to electrom-hydrogen collisious n the lid of a CO lasr.

a- + E(I) + s...- e- + M(2s, 2p) + msh

The three papers (nos. 5, and 9 of lII) were published and reprints sent to AFOSR as Reports

GIT-80-O19, -010 and -011, respectively. A Ph.D. thesis entitled A Semica 7u t ntsimeM of Laer-snioWd

Colheo isa Soft-ph ton Wels-ield Reime was awarded to P. H. G. Smith in 19I under the supervision

of M. P.. Flannery.

(C) Atom-Excited Atom Collisions

Research has been completed on computing the croe section for angular momentum changes,

A + B( - A + B+ + e- (e, r)

in heavy-particle and electron-atom (e- - B) colfisions where the target atom is initially in highly excited

states (n > 10).
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The resarch kas-Aoii that the acssections for at se a collisonal transition increases as ' is

increased until a maziemum f. is attained after which the acssections decrease piacipltously. This elec

ao& only can be explained by a quantum description bet as som here by dami"a scattering. A paper

describing this research was published in Phys. Raw. A "0429-39 (1094) (no. 12 of fill). A Ph.D. thesi

entitled Auplsr Mometm 2~esufet is lectvoa-Atoa ad Atom-Atom Colluaoaa loistios was awarded

to A. Haffad is 1991 under the supervision of U. ft. Flannery. The above papea and thesis have been seat

to AFOSR as Report GIT-S9-019.

(D) Iona-Molecule Collisions

In the course of research on recombination it was realised that cm sections were req*We for spiralling

collsons between wons and neutral molecules with permanent dipole moments such as ECI (linar) ad

NE. (symmetric top). The icn-molecule interaction is so longer spherical but is orientation dependent eg.

at long range the interaction is,

V(.R9 ) -- + D-cos (3)
2R4 3

where a is the polarisability of the molecule with permanent dipole moment D, and 9 is the angle between

the R-axis joining the ion to the center-of-mass of the molecule.

The main problem in these ion-maoecule collisions is how to address the rotation of the maocule durn

the course of the collison. During the past dead there have been several approaches advocated.

a Sesclanae

(a) The Lock-in Dipole Approximation

(b) The Frozen Rtor wArximation

(c) The Average Dipole Orientation Theory (ADO)

(d) The Free Energy Average Angular Motion Theory

(e) The Adiabatic Invaiace Theory (ADIA)

0 Quantumn Mechanical

(a) The Perturbed Rotational State Theory

(b) The Adiabatic Capture and Centifrugal Sudden Approximation (ACCSA)

One of the results of the preent, research has been the modification of the adiabatic invariance theory,

to account for the coupling between the internal angular momentum of the target molecule and the orbital

angular momentum of the projectile about the target, in the computation of the rate A of $*&rllig collisn

in systems as H+- ECI, a rate analogous to the Laugevin temperature-independent rate,



k,&~ 2.34.O (- We 1 CM~s-' (4)

for spiraling aoisiose nder the polauisatiom attraction alone is. the SAt terme of(3). Is (4) a is the
polazisabl~ity is malts of? A*ad the isa-molecule reduced ma M a in ssm. Recent expeiment (D. C.

Cary, D. Smith and N. G. Adams Chew. Phys. Lett. 119 (1985) 320) has shina that there is a large

difierenc between &(T) which varis with nothermal temperatmre T ad the again rate && which.a

temperature independent. Calculation of the rate & is quite compficsted eve for system as NO' - MFCi

ad 5rS - SCR by .b~di~ quaatum mechania theories. A Pb.D thes isetitled loo-Nelsesk Spkiw

Collisio. ad 7k~okWwlecus embinmsea was awarded to X. Qi in 1K4 sand has besseat to AFOSRas

Report GIT-6-M2.

(Z) Electron-Excited Atom Collisions

In the development of semiclasical theories fon colison procsse, c- + A:- + A, where i ad j

ane both excited or metastaale electronic sta of the atom A, the practical imlmnaimof fulY Ouatal

theories even if desired is mafeasible with modern supercomputers. Somehow the physics esential as colisioss

with e=cited atoms is ineffiiently described by modern quatal methods in the -ea that in order to obtain

results considered to be acuate, tou-de-force eamilstiosi ofa whole host of small tarm is reqmred. In fully

quantal calculations, large amounts of compmter time ane spent evalmating term which mitimatly provide

insigniicsat contribution to the cro- sectios. In fufly quantal spproachs there is so a-pwam method of

isolating the region which effectively controls the cross section. Semiclassical techniques therefor hae been

developed and and to track the essential physic. much more effiently and electvely. Can studies for the

targets hydrogen and helium have beoa carred out.

This work has pubshd (ams 14,7, 10 and 15 in IIII) and reprints have been sent to APOSR as

Reports G1T49-004-05,4-0,4-0?,4-13, -016 and -003, respectively.

(F) Empirical and Seiniempizical Representations of Ion-Atom
and Atom-Atom Interaction Potentials

The T1ag-Toenniss (TT) uslephclmodel potentials for ion-atoms system is applied to the rare

gas-hLide negativeion ecipicres. The coeffcients defining the repulsive Dora-Mayea term in the TT semi-

empirical potentials are determined from the equiibrium bond length, R., ad dissociation entergy, D., taken

from al-initi. calculations ad from transport studies of these molecular ions. The damped dispersion and

induction energy term is the TT potentials are obtained from coupled Hartise-Fock calculations for the

neutral rare gas atoms and F, CR- ions. The multipole polauisabilities for the heavier halogen atomic nega-

tive ion are estimated from a knowledge of polarisabllty ratios across isoelectronic sequences. The resultant

semai-empiricsl ionic potentials are compared to available sb-nitso calculations ad the esdu of inversion

9



of transport theory. To faitate the compadmo of the (sprse) ab-indid data With the ami-espiuical p..

tentak, a imple Iltlag procedure ns presented for determining eaprnia potestiak inr diatomic molecls

foa a set of thres coinatralnt equations. The fitting procedure is applied to a total of 22 rare gas id.

and rare gas-halide enriphu (both neutral and 3mwk) of interest to a variety of applications in gasous

discharges ad warner laser. A 3-term representation of the empirical potentials generated ws accomplished

with thean of a minimal data set which include the 'geometric' parameters {Ro,, A., D.) and the additional

parameters (ad, LAP, 5.4.) needed for the dispersion and induction energy terms. -A novel feature of the

empirical procedure is the formulation of the constrant equations at Sw nuclear displacements (I constraint

at Ae wherein the potential pae. through sero, and 2 constraints at A., the equilibrium separation) which

yields a accurate It to available ab-sstso dat and greatly extends the mangs of Intarnuclear sepaatoss

R for which an accurate piecewu analytical empirical potential can he generated. To tugt the relative

importance of the diferent term in the litted 3-term empirical reprstations, the classical orbiting -ras

ection Q..ui(B) in computed ubS the full empirical potential and comspared against the standard Langevin

orbitigng rs sectica Q,4L(8) for a pure polarisation interaction.

This work hasen published in J. Chem. Phys. (no. 11 of IIIU) and reprints have been sent to

APOSR as Report GIT4fl-018.

(G) Dissociative Recomabinationa

Although sa the modern quantum (scattering and chemistry) technology has been brought to bear on

diocive recomabination,

@-+ AD+ - A +5A (2)

for the simpler diatomics, there remains several inconsistencies with obervational dasta

A new class of dissocitv recombination (DR) is emerging. In contrast to normal DR, characterised

byrstse a(T)...'2 0'(300/7)1/2 as forO02(9j+ =0) and NO+ with Impedissociative energies Do+ - 7

eV and I IeV, a clas characteuioed by super rates of 2. 10- wre being discovered.

Therefore a need to investigate dissodiative recombination for various complez systems by the develop-

ment of physical theories which wil furnish insiht into the various mechanisms as warranted by the ongoing

inconsistencies with experimental data. The ab-saito calculations are having a tough enoughi time even for

the simpler specie iE2+ NX, 03+1 etc., and are totally impractical for more complicated system of interest.

A review of electron-ion and ion-ion recombination processes has recently been published (no. 17 of

IIII). A reprint of this review has been, sent to APOSR as Report Grr-W9021. Among the topics covered

are the new class of dissociative recombination reactions mentioned above. Prop.. made towards the

development of a new theory is presented in IT of this report.
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T. Classiale #sth Thory of Direct Electron-Ion Dissociative Recombination

and Associatlve Ionlsatloa

T. 1 Background

in 1960 Batas [1) postulate that, dissociative racombination (DR) far diatomic kon can occur via a

crossing at R1z between the bound and repulaive potential energy cut-eo V 4 (R) .in V**(R) for AD+ and

AD", respetively. Hate, DR involves the two-stag sequence,

a- + AD+ (v) *a(ABrs --- A + J--o A+D+ka (1)

The fit stage in dielectronic capture whereby the free electron of assrgys = V*O(R) - V'(R) excites

an electron of the diatomic ion AN+ with internal separation R and is then resonantly captured by the

ion at rate h. to form a repulsive state d of the doubly excited molecule A8r*, which in turn can either

autoionuue at probability frequency P., or else In the second stag predissociate into various channels at

probability frequency i'd. This competition continues until the (electronically excited) neutral framnts

accelerate past the crossing at Ax. Beyond Ax the increasing energy of relative separation has reduced the

total electronic energy to such an extent that autolonisatlon is esntially precluded and the seutralisation

a5 then rendered permanent past the staloilisatios point Ax. Bates' Interpretatioa has remained intact

and robust in the current light a( sdiie quantum chemstry and quantal matterin calcuaton for the

simple diatomice (Ots, N+, Not, etc.). Observation of emitted radiation hAw yields information on the excited

products. Mechanism (1) is termed the direct process.

In 196 Bardsay [2) pointed out the possiblity that a three-stage sequence,

@- + AB+(9g) -~ [AB(9,) - a-]. -.* (ABF)d. --o A + Jr (2)

the so-clled kukract process, might contribute. Re the accelerating electron loses energy by vibrational

excitation (%j -. 9j) of the ion and is then resonantly captured into a Rydberg orbital of the bound molecule

AB* which then interacts one way (via configuration mixing) with the doubly excited repulsive molecule

AB. The captue initially procees via a small effect - vibronic coupling (the matrix element of the nuclear

kinetic snergy). Induced by the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approatimation.- at cer~.an reoace

energies c. = Z(vj) - Z(.i') and, in the absence of the direct channel (1), would therefore he manifest by

a series of characteristic very narrow Lorents profiles in the cross section. Uncoupled from (1) the indirect

process would augment the rate. Vibrouic capture proceeds more esily when Yj = 9 + I so that Rydberg

states with n ow7 - 9would be involved (for H2+(v =)) sothat theresulting onaperiods d the Rydberg

electron would permit changes in nuclear motion to compete with the electronic disociation. - .Reomia

then proceeds as in the second stae of (1) ic. by electronic coupt %g to the dissociative staite d as the crossing



point. Giusti (3] has prvid , wailled account of the direct end indirect procsses

O'Malley (4] later noted that the process,

he V

[AB+(Y) - -

proceeds via, the &Ars (dislectrouic capture) stae f (1) followed by atwo-way electronic transitions with

frequency v*1 and rag~ between the d and a states. All ('a, v) Rydberg states can be populated, particularly

those in low 'a and high 9 since the electronic 4-rn -nteraction varies ss 1 aLwith broad structur. Although

the dissociation procm proceeds here via a second order efiect (v&, and %W) the electronic coupling may

dominate the indirect vibroic capture and will interupt the recombination in contrast to (2a) which as

written in the one-way direction feed@ the recombination. Such dip..tructure has been observed. Guberman

and Giusti-Sumor [5] have assessed the effect of each contribution of (1), (2a) and (2b) to the resonance shape

and integral cros section.

There exist two st-dnit quantal treatments for dissociative recombination.- one (CM) based on con.

figuration mixing [2-4,6] , and the other (MQDT) based on multichannel quantum defect theory [3]. CM

has banapplied691to H+; MQDT has baapplied (1012 to X, , to NO+ (11,to 0+ [1, to N2

(14] and to C11+ [15]. Thes .b-imdid treatments 110-12,15] have shwn that the indirect process interfere

destructively with the direct process. The cross sections exhibit an overall preponderance of destructive

interfrence Via, a series of dips fallig below the 3-1I2 continuous varaton for the direct procem. Rg

the direct -* indirect coupling interrupts the reo- nto at specified energies. The quantal theory for

diatomic ions is considered to be essentially complete for came involving favorable crossings between the ion

and doubly excited neutral states. Th e c+ -a which doe not involve curv crossing has been treated

recently by Guberinan (16] and by Sarpal at aL (17]. Although the crossing at - eV for AY&4 has been

explore by Kulander and Orel [16], the lageW rs section behavior (19] at low energies (where there is so

curve croswing) remains unremolved.

Chris Bottchar [6] In 1376 developed a rather nice semiclassical theory of dissociative recombination.

The theory is semiclassical in that JWKB wavefunctions for nuclear motion were used in this stationary

stt quantumk treatment. Miller [20] has examined associative ionnisation - the inverse of (1) - within a

classical, semiclassical and quanta! framework. In this paper a different semiclassical theory of dissociative

recombination is developed from a time dependent theory based on a classical trajectory R = R(t) for the

relative motion of the dissociating neutral heavy particles.
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A. M~t'mln Why Another Theory ?

When the two diabetic potential enegy curves V+(R) and Vg(R) cosat Rg, the rate for diasociative

recomnbination SIven by a List-order treatment [2,21] is,

ODPJt(T) = (w h)'() [!-r IV&(Rt(t))1' Rz]J# x J~h (4)

where V1 (R) is the electronic energ, 0404R) 1 Ei(Rr) I 0.(tRw)), coupling the eleitrmnc wavefunction

#4 fix the doubly excited repulsive (AD);* Intermediate statoe to the electronic wavaluaction #. for the

scattering system e - AD+. The molecular functions #a.. wre diabetic in that they are met pure elgenstates

of the full electronic fxed-nclei Eamiltonian E5 Rwand the continuum functions are sorgy-normalised

%~ I #e), = 0(c -,e') with consequent unit density p(e) of states for th miatered electron of energy e. The

bound vibrational wavefunction for the original ion state is #.+(R).

Although all the modern quantum (scatteing and chaeitry) technology has been brought to bear

for the simpler diatomnics in a way considered in general correct, simple expesions as (4) are invaluable

in that they reveal tremendous insighit into the essential physics, general characteristics and workings of

recomnbination for various distinct systems. Beta [21] has demonstrated how expressions as (4) may be

utilized very effectively to promote new insight far recombination involving more complex ios

Since Bates' deductions, particularly his discovery of the new clan of super dissociative recombination,

characteuied by rates as large, as 2. - 04me1 in contrast to 2 - 10'vm5 .#' for normal DR, rely on

.the gradient dVldR of the doubly excited repulsive state it in now of interest to ane whether (a) simple

expressea (4) but more accurate can be derived without reourse to the fill numerical approach of ab-

did treatments, and (b) if the shape of the ion potential V+ enters as directly as does VI in (4) over that

implicitly contained in #.(Rx). Apart from the List-rder treatment (4) and the full quantal treatments

(CM. MQDT) above, there appears to be no intermediate simplified desciption. There are a so analytical

results such as (4), appropriate to the case when V+ aod Vd do not cos

The purpose of this paper is to provide such a method wherein a two state semiclassical treatment of

the direct process (1) will effectively yield an expression for the rate in a form simnilar to but more accurate

than (4).

1. 2 Classical Path Theory

A. Basic Equations

Ina the field of the ion AB+, the recombining electron is captured at time £ = t, into an electronically

doubly-excited molecular stt Mr R) whose variation with A is provided by the classical trajectory RQt).

Competition between autolonisation to the combined state #.P R) of the emitted electron of energy.e and the

13



diatomic Ion AB I(4 c ue as the nuclei move inward or outward along the trajectory A, ) ,aciated

with the potental Vd(R). The system wavefunction uatisfies

(,, NOMA(. (5)
at

where the time dependence in the electronic Hamiltonian WI(P, R(t)) = 71-(./2M4.)VJ for hosen nuclei in

term of the total system Hamiltonian 7t, is generated by tbe clasical trajectory A(t) for atomic disociation.

IF(Irt) = $ c(t)M.. R)ep [- JWJ1(Q)~ 6

in terms of rmne bai met # where Wjj ae diagonal lement. 4

w€m,)) = (. t I a r. ,(,t1)), (7)

Insert(6) into (), project onto theate < uIand u n #I(Vaj)sostoobtainthe

set of couple eqd aions

$~ ~ ~ ~ 0 1 6Vt j~)[j A Js J.! (' [Wjo(Ak) - W(Alt)J at) (6)

for the transition amplitudes q in this clamical path rprsentation. When Oj are identified with the adiabatic

(Molecular) fanctions xf which satisfy,

-. . = [7M,.0.) + vQ A)] ,(o. A) = zj(R)i (, 1) (9)

then W41(R) = Bj(Jt)$j in (8), curves W*(R) and Wjj(R) of the same symmetry do not crom and the
S--* j electronic transition occurs via the nom-adiabatic dynamic coupling elements (X I Vqx ). We

awe taken au (atomic) uigeafknctions of the internal electronic Hamiltonian N t at innite separation

R, then these dynamic coupling term vanish and the transition occurs via the potential coupling tem@

W = (#j I V(i. A) I #j). When #1 are taken eigmnfunctions of some Hamiltonian No intermediate between

W7, and N.,, but so chosen as to satisfy,

I ,I , , (10)It -(O I Vit I M, ~o

whm 74 = 74 + 7' with 74o, then #j form a diabatic basis at since the dynamic couplings are

small A complete atomic basis t A S( , R o ) = #A(r)S(,) centered on ach nuclei A and B (it.

7Wo = 7( ,, V = V) constitutes the simplest diabatic basis, u-gnfunction of 7".bo (9). Application of (8)

to the electronic continuum is obtained by epmnding,

14
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t(IF t) MP A at~~, ) *up[-! f E(t) ij+f'c.Qt)d.Q, it) .aP [-! jj I(et) i d. (Ila)

A d I ft I

in terms of the diabeaic orthogonal basks set #.r A) of energy normalized functions (#eIi). = 6(c - e

for the continuum electron-ion system e - AB+(R), and of Od for the molecular system AB(R) in a

vibrational continuum. The energie Wjj are the electronic potential enera sufaces,

= (e .t 1 i, I #.) = V+(R(t))+. (114)

and,

Z(t) = (0 17.j I #4) = Vd(t) (lic)

within which nuclear motion proceeds. Assume now that all continuum tae we all uncoupled is. (4 I

Ww I .) = 6(c - c'). In this diabetic representation (11s.c), then (8) yields,

6 a d(t) = j V&(t)c.(t) p y(,t) de (12a)

and,

6 A 6(t) = VZj(t)(t)ap -y(gr.,t). (124)

The bound-continuum electronic couplng mstriz elements are,

Vi.(t) = (#4 I N(r, R(t)) I #.(r, R)),., = VW(t) (12c)

where the integrtion i over the electronic coordinate F and the direction I of the ejected electron. The

phase is,

101= i [(i.) - {v +(e) + ] it' (12d)

The above classical path formulation (12) is now applied to the forward direction of,

4
A.B* we AB++ e- (13)

DR

since the relative A - B" motion can be described by the classical path R(t) and the electronic motion by

quantum mechanics. The strategy is therefore to solve (12a) for ci(t) subject to cd(tx) = I ie. the reaction

does not begin to occur until the A - separation is Rx at tx. Solution of (12b) then provides the

probability for electron ejection within the reaction sone R : Rx ie. for the decay probWility of a discrete

15



electronic dta AW- iv% via the classical Path NOt through an eMbede electoni continuum 71e
cross section rAj for the forward channel (associative ionisation) of1(13) Can then be obtained. Detailed

balance then provide, the cros section evit for the sawers channel (dissociative recombination) .1(3) is.

for the transition involving molecular state. initially in an elecronic continuum and finally in a vibrational

B. NwmaI Solutions

With (12b) inserted, the formal solution of1(12a), subject to the Initial condition a(e, tz) = 0,

-21&'cd(t) ii/daf" ret;)(tma[(s)-($) (14)

at time t. This depends on the previous history of the system between tx and t via the non-local interaction,

and on the phase difference,

.Y(,. t)- Yc; e [Va(V++ C~ de(16)

at differnt times. This difference can be emped to yield,

= {[Vd(t) -V+ (01 - C)(t -t') + (t -t') (17)

= w(t) - iJ (t - e') + r(t - e')

where P is c-independent, being a function only of the difference (t - t), and where,

WWt = VdQt) - V+(t (18)

is the enerw for vertical transitions at time 9. Equation (14) with (17) therefore reduces to,

-2:fi~cd(t = .: p&F(t - e') d {q r(e, t; t')cd,(t) ezP t w(t) - e.1(t- t,)) (19)

which is in a form suitable for further approadmation. The following analysis is valid for the case Vd(t) 2:

V+(t) for R: AxR appropriate to curv-craesing between the ion and neutral sate. at RX ie. for W(t) 2!0.

The separation Ax can however tend to Infinity so that Vg(R) > V+(R) everywhere.



C. Local Approximation

The c- integation in (19) Involves the product d r. c which is now assumed to vary slowly withg,

(is. r hem a larg width A in its variation with c), and an exponential which oscillate. over i with perim

6 = 2rA/( -'). T e-intsgral i. then neglibe within the (t -')-rang which eatids jC A is. for t * e.

The mnaining range 0 < (I - ') < 2 A/A will therefore provide the main contribution to the a-intepral.

Hences c(t) of (19) has only a short memory of the previous values of c between t, aDd t and depends only

on t' immediately before S. Thus,

-=(t) = g(t)o r(,&) o $i sop [!(W(t) - .or] r (20)

for al t - , or more presely or t 2/A when the width /t A, then

-2 C)Tj di = It[iC - 4) + IV -EJ (21)

The c- integration therefore yield.,

e,(t) W ket)[.r. t) + toa5R(] (22)

where the energy width,

r(. t) = 2r IV&(t)r' a = w(t) (23)

i. due to coupling between #, and am continuum state #. with energy W(t) and where,

Ij ) - C IV-.(, 6))l2 6 t) de (24)

is the second-order energy shift in state #d due to the coupling with all other continuum states #,P R) with

energy c # W(t); since the principal value paut 7 involves the contribution from states just below WQt) to

be balanced by sta just aove W(t). Th solution of (22) i-,

£4(t)--a [-...j r(i, dl'].., [-= 5a' ,,2 -'] (25)

The probability-c.,12 for remaining on the Vd curve at time t is,

NO(i = gap r41 (e') -di] a .p [-!I- f. IV.gR(t))12 R(t~i a rep [ :V.(iti (26)

which is the probalilitiy for survival at time t aginet accumulated autoionisation at frequency ,. between

x and t. The effect a( the continuum state ,.(P, A) on the dissociating system is therefore realised by
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ssgigthe complex-a enegyZ4) =v,.(R) + s5 5d(R) - jr(R) to state od whoen occupation probability

then decays with tim as PdQ). The solution of (126) is therefore.

tlbc(d, t) =/o cgQ(') ea@p-v(e)J de (2?.)

with the phase,

7(,F;) 0 me~) -*r de' (27b)

expressd in term of the positive energy,

WW) Vd(i) - V+(S) (27c)

When the local solution (25) for a,(t) is insere into (27a), the amplitude ce(t) can therefore he

determined by direct numeria integtion. Initially at time t zr, the nucle A - r- enter the (antoionisaticia)

reaction mons at Rx. They continue their relative motion anward until they reverse their motion at Rt, the

distance of closest approach, ait time t., move outward and then leave the reaction gons with a diminihe

1-111litud at time tz + z with ssPaation Rz. On takig tz =O0and t = rin (27a), the amplitude C()

for electron emission after the time interval vg following mom rearrangement is given by,

S h C(f) = j cd(t)V&*(t) sap (-wv(,r t)) A + [sap -vy(r )I p 5d(t) VZt) sp [+v(f;t)3 A (26.)

where,

cd(t) = gap r(t) a)(28b)

is the amplitude for survival of travel bozRx toRA(t) on the inward leg ( <Q, and,

AgW)= cd(vx - c=ap [-Ijfx r(t) *] top (+! 1r(t) dt) (29c)

is the amplitude for survival during the sequence Rz toit @-o Rrz - t) = 11(t) on the outward leg and,

f Wt)-elA= 2-(t.) (26d)

is the total phase accumulated within the full reaction *one. Note that cd(t)sd(t) = cd(rz) = c2,(tQ is the

survival amplitude for the round trip Ax -" 114 "-* Rt. The aboy* form (28.) is usefu in that it track& the

increasing accumulation of phase 7y(t) which in (276) is measured from the time tz of entry to the reaction

son@. An equivalent but symmetrical form of(28) folow bytakingt =at R.such that tx =-t. and

t = rx= +t. in (27a). The result is,



6 A c(.) = F0(4,)] $1 (](t) @up{+4(0]} +8(t) gap {-.A(t))] di ()

wher. the new phae,

h(5= [W(5)-] di (26)I
A (t) IWO -)[ 2 6

is sero at t. = R(t = 0). Sic W(t) is ev, the old and new phass ae then related by,

= IA(.) - A(t), i < t..(t) A(t.) + A(t), t > t. ( )

The &s and second tam. in each of (28) and (29a) are the respective contributioms to the ampitude

c(c) from the inw and outwad Isgs of the cla" trajectory R(5). Each fom is useful for correspondence

with the stationary-state quantal transition mnplitudes when 3WKB bound vibrational wavefunctions are

taken relative to the lf-hand or right-hand tuning points, respectively (d i).

The basic classical path theory s repreented by either the amplitudes (28.) or (29.) with ay known

solution of (12a) for ecgQ), and ud(t) = ed(vz - t). Analytical ezpresions for c(e) can be obtained using the

local analytical solutions (Ub,c) in (28) or (29&) which can then be determined by the method of stationary

phase.

v.3 Cross Sections from Chlas Theory

A classical theory -in the sen of summation over probabilities rather than of amplitudes so that inter-

ference dbcts ae ignod- is readily deduced fim the load apprzmatlo (26) without direct evaluation

of c(g) from (2U). The theory foows frm (26) with cnervatimof probability imposed . from the

requirement that,

pt
P )() + PM d = 1 (30)

where P is the probability Jc1 3 of survival on Vd from x = 0 to t and where P(t)dI is the probability for

utoina within the time interval [t. + del. Thus,

-p(t) dPd(t) = (t)s() (31)
A A

Within this time interval [, t+dt] or range JR, R+dR] of internuclear separations, an electron is emitted

with energy in the range [I.e + ]de about e(t) = W(t) = Vd - V + with probability,

P(t) Ad = P(R) dR = P(e) de = Ic()1 de (32)

The probability densities per unit interval dR or & are then,
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____t (iP 9(R dA') itd (33a)

or,

-,
Ple) = cNr)I* = P(t)I !I N P(R) IW'R)F-1 = -- {

I~I di(334)

respectively, wher the radial speed .(R) = i, * = d/ and W'(R) = dW/dL -The cz amcton for

diposal ofall pble s ninA -B colisiof@at enery 8 s then.

&o x
61sf) = b A P(t) t (34a)

= Jo 28i" P(R) dR (34)

where the mmazu npact paraueter bz which just peetrses the reaction gone w given by,

This cros section is for the full reaction involving all c and all ion states, e. for both Associative and

Penning lonisation procaee e'Upon Rintep.tion (34b) with (33&) reduces to,

wr(R) = 2vr b & ([I j dr )] (34d)

which is the standard lasical result for ay absorptive reaction. Yor smal autoionisation widths r which

ae nl weakly dependent on b (or L) then,

where , in anm of the jry, = s(R, b) traced intim A = d,/u(R) = dR/v(R) in trms of

the radial and local speeda, ,(R) = A and w(R) = (2/M) 1 [3 - Vd()J 1/3, respectively. Since,

-2vr 't 4 f f(R)dh= U f it[1- Vi(R)]f(R) dR (34f)

the cros section (34e) reduces to,

= i (I() -R [ R (34#)

in apeemeat with the results of Mine. When the path length x. =/%.(R)/r(JR) towards autoionisation is

independent of R then (34d) reduces to,
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AJd) = U) ! ns (34A)

a result reniniscent of Thomson's for termolacular ion.ion recombination.

Electrons o a given energy # can be emitted at different times is and tis on the incoming leg ad again

at r -t and rz - o the outgoinglg. Thus, W{) = has fur oots(a Fir 1) for t in ths range

(0, ,x). The total probaibility density frm (33b) for electron emission is then the sum. of the individual

probabilities,

P(C) = EPCQ =!I IV4g(R(t))1t, 4 *(Ili)I Ps(&t) -F IW'(R011 'Ps(R) (36o)
i A tl VO

where the total probability of survival on the incoming and outgoing lep at R is,

PgAR) = Pd(t) + Pi Yx - t) = Icd(R)I' + I f(R)I' (35)

(R) a (R) A . ) )I~., Mp]Mr().

The cro section for (A - F) collision@ for disposal (via autoionisation and vibrational excitation of

AB+ ) of wg t in the range ee + de is w(Z, c) de where the differetial section is,

W = Wz(Z e) = 2wr P(C, b)b (36)

and P(, b) is given by (33) which implicitly depends on the impact parameter b via the classical orbit

R = R(E, r) where the rtive angular momentum 1' = (2MB)&V. Not only is e the vertical energ

separating V(R) and V+(R) at R, but it is also (cf. I) the vertical separation between E and the energy

of the vibrational level of AB + (cf. Figure 2). The probability that AB + is left in a vibrational level v,

assumed to form a qusi-continuum is therefore,

P(e,4) = P(,,b) (37)

Since the radia-action,

j= p+(R)dR= + (38)

is quantised for bound vibrational motion with local momenta p+(R) between the classical turning points,

&d e d (39)
SdJ
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where V is the mrqec o irt onl.tion in level v within the potential V+(R). The probability for

autjonsatoswith AS+ left in level. v s then,

P(v, b) = 4v* E IV4.(R(t))I 2 A~{WRr ;jy aR) (40)

which is dimensionlsess. The corresponding cross section for associative ionization Isto AD+ (v) is then,

.'AJI(B, ) = 2rfi P(, )b a (41)

The angular moments. V = (2M) 3 = (1+ 1/2)30' and (J + 1/2)20' at relative nuclear motion beforie

and after autoionisation are so lamg in comparison with the angular momenta of the ejected electron that

I J. The crno section for asociative ionisation with AB+ lef In vibrational-rotational level (W. J) is

imply,

W.AZ;9,.7) = -T(J+ I)P(9, b(J)) (42)
hAD

The transition (T)-matuix element is therefore given by P1I2Qi, 6) of (40) in this classical theory. The term in

braces in (40) is a classical representation (is. excluding phase) of the Fac-oonFactor for bound-free

vibrational transitions (cf. Appendix).

From detailed balance,

41&rA(; , J) = (2w+)(2J + 1)~~~uJ) k43)

where w~5 and w+ are the electronic statistical weights of AD* and AD+ and 2 is the epi"-taistical weight

of the incident electron, the cossection for e- - AD+ (y, J) dissociative recombination (is. for therers

reaction in (13)) is then,

.'DR(.;' V) J ) 1~V.(R(t)) 2R A{ [iW~'(;JY)PaR) (44o)

\2w+/ S1P.L (R)) A t

where the total survival probability P,(R) on the incoming and outgoing leos at R is given by (35b). It

will be shown (cf. LVI) that the summnation. in (44b) is a representation of the quantal matrix element for

the molecular autoionisation frequency, evaluated by the method of stationary phase and summed over the

probabilities (rather than the amplitudes) of the contributions from the various regions of stationary phase

at A~. The term in braces in (44b) is the contribution at P, to the Franck-Condon overlap, between the

bound and continuum vibrational wavefunctions.
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Moreover, swlaii 4 c,(t) of (29.) by the method of stationary phase yields the clammical path T-

matrix,. GCOp) W IW)C.(t). Neglect of interference dfects between the various contributions C4 to the

amplitude c from each region i of stationary phase yields the classical probability,

P(% b) = (hu)E 13I. (45)

given by (40). Further physical insight into the associative ionisation/disociative recombinstioa process

(13) and simplified emprsuins for the respective cross sections with imnersece d~ete included are now

obtained by evaluating the inegral (2ft) directly by the stationary phase oproemln .

1. 4 Stationary Phase Amapltudes

The rmaa contributions to the integral (29.) am fom those tume intervais surrounding points id or

stationary phas given by j = dy(.r t)/dt =0- The phase variation outside these regions of stationary Phane

is then sufficiently rapid to justiy extensio o both integration limits in (29&) to ininity. For one region

around t1 (say) the upper and lower lmits, on the cheap of variable tor a (t-tL) becam a, = (t-t1 ) -- 0

and a = -(,- tz) - -o, respectively. The integrals in (29a) for the amplitudes are of the form,

A*(*) m c: FuPs e *VYt)J 01 (46)

For case involving at most two stationary points ti and t3 which correspond to phase mniftma (with

I(e-.ti) > 0) and phase ..amma (with 4(e.ta) < 0), respectively, insert in (46) the epansions,

'W= v't') + X00 )(i( -~)~('Q (47a)

and,

At) = ONg) + #040( - td) (47b)

aout each iolted stationy poin jgienby I= *r )/dk= 0. The integral,

MUP W S I 2) don= [.J 1/ a (*S!J (47c)

then provides the Stbtionary Phase Evaluation of the integrals (46) as the linear pasn,

A*e =.(~ep[*(r+ !1)] !e~~a k(r )] (48a)

or equivalently,

A*(e) =(al(c) :F =3() eap(*Mi ap [*171 + ~1J(486)
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af the individual amplitudes with magnitudes,

and phase difierences,

at each Phase point tk treated in isoation.

Note thathe relatve phase 721 of teamplitudee&g to&I in thetarmA* Is reducedby r/2 to gve

the faor of -s in (48b). The phase change from 1 -# 2 in general, is given by iesu'fSi - .'swfr.
Then expreesions are valid foe well-separated reo= of Stationay Phame is. for 7 3P 1. In the present

application, 7(t. t) is Oiven by (276) ack tha I(c, t) = [W(t) - ej/th Is the only derivative atf7 that depends

on c. Expreuions (48) are therere appropriate only for that energy whic satides 'j = 0. When jh = /

vanishes, a for an ectremum value? ein wQt) at time r when the two points t" of statioway jiham coaesce

at t (as for a caustic or rainbow), then expression (48c) dIvergos. On extending the szpansion (47&) for -V to

include the next non-vanising term, ft) < 0, danm $f(t) = 0, and on recogaising that 'J(c, r')= e-#/
in the neighborhood of the caustic at? e lation of (4s) then yields the finte amplitudes,

A*(q 2wjA. 1  r(eS *)As) eip*v(u. t*) (49&)

in terms of the Airy funaction w o ruet

a = [24/I *tr) 1/ (e-e) (4M)

EZpns (490 are in theory vali Only in the C-range surrounding the caustic at #* but, in practice, only

at e.

The analysis above as formay identical to the well established analysis of classcal rainbow scattering;

where .y(t), WQt), t and a above ane analogous to the phase shift ,j(l), dellection function X(I) = dsq/dE4

angular momentum I and scattering angle 0, respectively, in elastic sattering. The -transitional- Airy

approxiation (49) does not uniformly connect with the *primtve result (48). By mapping the phase

-Y(a; 0) onto the inteprand of the Airy function, a Uniform. Airy Approximation which uniformly connects

(48) and (49) at e is well known from previous work. The result is written here in compact form as the

linear combination,

A+(e) = aa(a),sup [4-y, + !)] F7(2a) + s,a(s) sap [47a - !)]J P('yi) (664)

a 4(r(2)- =30~) eap(m 73a)0a) sap [u('ft + !4)] (sob)
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and,

A-(= .a(e) sop [-4-(.v + !)] '(('h.) + 62(f) SAW [-0(72 - ('hl) (50c)

M EGA(C)P21) + Oft( *P-v,1)r*(7)] GMP [-471 + (sod)

where the complex function JPis defined in terms of the Airy function Ai(s) and its s-derivative AM(s) by,

= I 1/4 Ai(-s) + wia u'Ai-v "-S (7 4) ISIWI ='u> 0 (51)

for 7,= 7s - -t O . Sicam , s the ameaecloedby theW(t) cmand the straight lineW = t(cf.

Figure 1) it is always positive, - cept when it ins wo at c = = w(r). It is shown below (IT) that the

divergence in the constructive interference term (&I + ft) at the caustic (% = 0)1 isxcactly balanced by the

vanishing of the coeffiient s1/4 of Ai ; als the divergence in the coefficient s-111 of A(-s) at the caustic

is dufet by the destructve interference term (a, - ft) which vanishes move rapidly. In the limt of high

s > 1, at fee well separated regions 7%1 > 1,7(21) -*11 with unit amplitude and zero phase such that (50)

tends to the primitive form (48). The Uniform Airy result (50) is general in that it continuously connects

the Caustic (7na = 0 * = 0) result (49) ate with the result (48) for wel separated regions.

Autolonisate& Amplitude and Iutwkroac Patteru

Application of the above Stationary Phase Prescription (50) to the integrals (28a) for the autoionisation

Amplitude c(C) Yields sate socn rearrangmsent,

= 3'(4)Fusl + fp3112()yF @*('Vs 1 12()Aiev-ra)+s' 1 () ap-y aa [-3(,E +

(52a)

which form illustrate how the propeesive contributions are added as time evoules. An equivalent form is,

=[piI2(e){.1 lp2 1 + , pi 1 ga(.V 4 )+ 1/2(e) a(s)cag 1 -&auep-ir)]e~[3~

(52b)

which ilustrates the addition of the inward-outward contributions at each R. The probability densities in

(52b) for autolonization at the isolated poihats A- are,

= w ,(R(t))1 2  I (R,)j=I'R)' .(i = 1, 2) (52c)
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In (52a), the probabllfies

(52d)

Ps =pjsd,(Rt); P = Pia0(04)

already incorporates the amplitudes,

CA(R) = (gfp (52RQi' )

and,

MR a r(R)' dR' caprk 1 fa"' r(R) dRl (52f)
2i w(R) 2hj Y

for survival from RK to Roan the incoming log or from Rxr ft it '- in the outgoing leg, respectively. The

indices i =1I- 4ssPi awe associaed with quantities calculate at times ti, ts,t3 = vx - t2 and t4 = rx-

whichcorspondtWo&R f &R '-- &a '- k on the incoming and outgoing legs at the classical pathas t

progreeses. The phase differnaces in (52a) for times an the same leg are,

and for times tj > tj on different leop are,

lj*Yf)-I A + f [W(t) -u et(52h)

where to is the time of cloeest approach. 7Tus (52) is the classical result (35) fully generalised by this

classical path theory to incorporate relative phases& The autoionisation probability density P(e) = Ic.(t)12

will therefore ethibit various interference effcts arising from the phase differences between the amplitudes

contributing at the -aa RI on the incozning-outgoing legs and at the different A, and R2 on either the

incoming and/or Outgoing legs. Pot wel sepaae regoN 712 30 1 and (52a) tends to,

C(G) = 'pJ1'2(e) + Sp1 32(1) exp(-'ma1) +p. 1 3(#) eap(-wpaa) + a'p412(C) cap(-vu 5.

wher the (redundiant) multiplicative phase factor [-sop -4(yi + f)] of (52a) has been neglected on the

RES. The full interference pattern exhibited by the probability density is then,

p(e) = IC(C)12 = 1 + P2 + Ps + P4 + 2(P 1'Pa)'/3 sif 73 - 2(Pas)1/2 #in 733

+2(PP 4)1 1 3 sinye + 2(PsP4) 1/1 jinyw + 2(P1Ps)"' am ?s + 2(PsP)" one l (54)

= I12"(') {C, + W, eXp(-VVs1)) + SpI12(te) {C2 "'P(- ) 2
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This illut ate rence eects aising (a) fim Miff & R I Oa Ad O. the - log,

pi = ,P + P + 2(PaPa)l'/ aOin f, (55.)

P6 = P + 74 + 2(P.) 1 ds1.i (554)

(b) from the in-out contributions at a given ,,

P.4 = P + R, + 2(P1P.)'1 3 simp. (66)

P34  P2 + VS - 2(PP)M11ah95' (54)

and (c) from different R and RA on different les,

Pis = VI + Va + 2 (Pa1) 113 m'V,, (a7.)

PH. = PS + P4 + 2(PuP) '13 12  ONa(51

Al of the above interference patterns Pq(.) oscillate with a about the classical e [jP(.) + Vj(e)]

between the envelopes [,/2(,) I ,''()I' with fteuec ,r/j,(,). Sinc yjj(,; ) is also a function of the

impact paramste b or angular momentum L al, the interference patterns will be dively washed out

in the &-integration for cros sections such as Penning Jomisation in (34). For --es sections a ssociative

ionisation or dissociative recombination involving AB+ with speciAe rotational state I (ie. at a selected im.

pact paramiete b) the above interference patterns will persist. The Uniform expansion for the autoionisatica

probability density, provided by the present theory (52.) is,

P -IV [P.';(C)J.2 + tP2 
2(9)l 1 .2P(-_"2,) + P3"(C)F ' eaP(-bl) + 0P2 (C)a eup(-,.) 1(06)

= I [P; {cFa. + "ra, "(-'1.)) + "P;"(c) {caha esa(-' ) - "ai ea(-wiaa))] Ij(b)

Here in addition to the (rapid) .yi-oscillions which vary with c and b, broader oscilltions due to

the Airy functions within F1 will appear in the vicinity of the caustic at e = . These oscillations re

independent of b.
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V. 6 Claefe~a Path C ssSections for IonluationfR/ mlali

in thersaction,

A* +B ".AB'+e()

the enery e = Vd- V+ of disposal is distributed between the energy cof the stetd electron ad the

energy a" absorbed by' the molecular ion AB+ in vibrational-rotatiomal level (n,4, -The square of the

angular momentum of the A' - B orbital motion, with Impact parameter b is I,' = (2iMA5)b' = 1(I + 1))V,

and is conserved throughout. The integral cro s ection for asociative loalhlss So disposal of all c is

e()= 2v/ &f J P(; r;, )& (60)

where P = a(g)? is Liven by (5M), and where 6x, the axmmimpact parameter which results in the

distance Rz of orbital closedt approach is given byM

01=4 I- Vd(Rx)]()

The i-integration is ovar all (single valued) energies # between 0 and the maximum possible co for a specified

separation A. = R(u.Q (cf. Pig I). Uhe - ,e- section (60) for population ofali accuesble (a, ) states of

AD+ including the vibrational continuum ie. for both Penning and Associative loiation is then,

=(2MASE) J LP1,,Ld (62s)

!EI~-t (t+1)d ('a )d (62b)

E ~- (21 + 1)$P(B; n') (62c)

The probabilty for ejection of an electron with energy c. = B - e,, and with the ion AB+ left in

vibrationaL-rotational level (ii, 1) is,

P(R; ,1) = P(.; 3,L)- (63)

where the vibrational energy spacing (39) is,

de--= d (64)
dii = dUn =v
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in teraw of th U atl ta Jm padR - (a + 1/2))L Rence,

P(; a, 1) = Ic(C., Or (Av,.) = Is(*,.)1 (65)

with e. = 3 - eg. The amplitude or the, classical path tranation matrix rruplI obtained from (58) is

therefore,

P(va) 1 10c,!

= I.(n I llly= + ISPS 2
1 R7*p-uVbl) + PS 1 **p-'yi) + IP4 12()~ep-v)

l pa"/(n) [clp21 + W1 eap(Vvu1)J + ..pl3 (n) a*(-~n (cF i*1.~-v.1 64

The probabilities 1' and PA are related by (52d) and,

Pj(n) = (AP)i(.) = 412 t~i.(RQ))I2 t f{IW'(Rdr' ( wii~) }(7
is dimnuldonlem The - -a--section far autolalhaton and population of AD+ in leve (vi, 1) im tfr,

where s(, Ie.) define the classical path T-nmatiz Tcrp. From the detailed balance relation (43) the cram

section fmr diumodative recombiation, the inverse d( (59) is,

VDIA(C.) = ( ;) m'a, 1. (69)

Simc,

!.412 IYd.(RQ))I2 jt = [r (R) 1 (70)

then on Ad-*- inigh Rz-indpemdest partial craw sction,

i()= hs(~I ~ ) I 'Rr ~~) (71a)

for capture at the stationary-phase point A, te ca= section can now be erommed as,

OUDR(C; 16) 21'Ici + I elrl2P(-VYu)] + W311 CBP(-Vvt) (cOP3j1 -!M*a,2 0ap-vaa)1I (714)
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when e, V(A), q =-(Z) ad a = ui(R) of (52.,). 7U is the baic cxasion for the am section

for dinociative rcmbiatio In the prent clasical path theory. For one point d statior phan then

P2, = I and s 0 in (Tb) which reduces to,

,,D,(E, a) = w(R) [4,(R) + 4d(R) - 2c,(R).(R) An 741] (71c)

and which exhibits the expected ia-out interference at RL In (Tb) ind n the key reults (52b), (58b) and

(6Gb) abow the p hi.rs given fiorly by,

1 =7(t) - dV+It) +q] ) ,t 1d)

where Ri = R(t,,) and R2 = R(ta,ts) re detemia in pratice as follows. Since,

~M4(R) -0 6A'.() = ,...rV+Rt)+ 1l-... (72)
2M :MJP

and

i~3R 2M =3- M~R) - T -2(73)

where the nacla anpla momentum J - r mains conserved, then,

W(R) - = V,(R) - [v+(R) +.4 (74s)

E +k(R)- 113(R)1 (74b)

A [k+(R) - d(R)) 7 (74.)

where an aveaged (common trajetory) radi speed *.

1 (hd + h+) =dR 7)
2M = (4d

The ationar phas coodition, c = W(A), therefore demands the conservation of kinetic energy of

the nucl (le. &(R) = k+()). Both the angular momentum (L,J) and kinetic ener of nuclear retive

motion ae therfre conserved in the CP-theory. In terms of the phase,

A()= [k+(R) - d(R)] dR (75)

measured relative to th" at A., the distance of closest approach, the phase 7,

(t)= J M())-n9 i (76)

i epresed as,
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(A(RZ) -A(R) t <t.

IYt h(Rx) +A(R) t >t.(6b

The phase d~iE ce. in all the peous expreulone (62b), (5Gb) and (66b) are calculated in practice

by,

7al Al As An(77&)

?I= Al + As (77b)

7" = 2A2 (77c)

741 =2AI (77d)

where Aj A(RI). The classical path amplitude*

Gop.(S) = Sohai),12c(C) (76)

where c(t) is given by (62a) is therefore,

Go~)={PI'Ns(f) (CIP21 + svaP2* ep(-2&Ai)J + z3'3'(t)ejs(sA)

[ft,** - a7,i mp(-2sA3)) ap [uAi - )] ep(-sA(Rz)) (78b)

where JI(n) are given by (67). This expression (78b) is also, confirmed by a etationary-phase evaluation of

(29a), .ine the phases, (29b) and (75) we identical.

For am region of stationary phase (78b) reduces to,

sopAs) = 2rV.(R) { IW(R)I ( ;(-j) } I cl(R) + u.(R) sap (-2s&(R))] (9

which is in agreement with the semiiclassical result of Miller.

The present classical path theory (71b) and (78b) therefore furnishes quite naturally the uniform gen-

eralisation to two regons of stationary phase including the caustic region.

Spei Cus: Turning Point and Caustic

Two case of special Jinterest arms. One is when Al = R(tj) and R4 = A(4) coalesce at the turning
point R, where the radial speed v(R) vanishies and the cross section (71a) diverges The other case is when

RI and R2 coalesce at the caustic wherein e = W(R) is maximum (cf. Figre 1) so that w'(R1 ,2) vanishes

and (71a) aigain diverges.
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27arnine Point Divergeaw The divergence at R. can be avoided by adopting in (71a) the speed

in the presence of aut &-oto. rather than sit --*0 as with Wiler (J. A preset proposal for dealing with'

the divergence at the turning point i based on the recognition that an average over the quanta! distribution,

can be replaced by the corresponding classical average over the period Tg. for vibrational motion in level

n = w othat 2&%/vin (71,c) issimpy %(R)12. Thea(7ic) wite(.) = e4.)ad 7=0, yields

the finte result,

[ait.C) = ;; &)] {IW(Rt)1' I,(R.)Ia es* '" ) "I }I 8
= .f(R.)Pd(Rti z) (82b)

This naturally decomposes into a cros section a. for capture at Re and the probability Pd for survival

to the point Rz of stabilisation. This simple result then represents a firs improvement over that of Dardsey

(cf. equation (4)) in that It includes W'(R) = -A [V.1 - V+1 rather tha VJf alones The ouiginal result (4) is

therefore valid (a) when one region of stationary phase at R, is assumed, (b) when V+ in so Whallow that

AJt)= 0 and (c) when Vg in so steep that the WlnsStueckelberg wavefmnction IV,-,(R.)r"E (it - 4

can be used (see Appendix) for the continuum vibrational state.

The divergence at X, in general oriates from the nornalti of the JWKB wavefunctions implicit

in the vibrational overlap S in the absenc of atiiat io.Te term in braces in (71a) is a JWKB ap.

prouamatio to this overlap. T7is divergence is eliminated when Airy functions rather than JWKB functions

are used - eve when the effect of autoioinization on thie normalisation is ignored. See the Appendix for

further discussion.

Caustic: The divergence in (I&)atIn (67) due tothesro in W'(R) at the caustic RQ1 ) =R(tg) iseactly

balanced by the behavior of the function P(-ha) in (66a) as 72, --* 0. This becomes apparent by rewriting

the contribution,

a(e) =P'/2(n)JP(7gi) + sP3'/a()F*('y21) cp(-vwsr) (53)

to the amplitude (06a) from the incoming leg in the alternate form,

a(c) = I1'" + P2"2(n.)] A(.ni) + s [P."(a) - P1/2(n)J A'(g 2 ) (54)
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Where,

A(21 u'1 s1 1 4Ai(-a); a = (Svaa/4J'" (65)
A,('ft) u'1 a'/-, f (_a) (68)

The equivalent for.. (83) and (84) for a are usefu for probing the separate limoits 7gs I and -ft --'0

respectively. inthe neighborhood ofthe causticat t,where W()it AM ania d *(to) then,

W(t) (t - (" (8-7)

so that C = W(t) at the two timem,

,.. = r [2se - .)i I*,'()I' (6,,)

The derivative *(t) thefore tends to seo at tij as,

*(t,.,) = [2(e'- e)I*€")l]" (8,)
The phase is expande consistent with (87) as,

?W ?(*)it*)e+ ( -,'o)$ (o)
7(0) = '(Q) + ( )(t - to) + (t

dance (t) = [W(t) - or/, and mm l(t') vanish.. Mh phase difierence at taj is therefore,

(f) 7(tS21/2 (e - g)3/
7 = _y, - '(i 1) = !_ (1

Te argument of the Airy functions in (84) is,
I __

= ( ?-1I ( ) (92)

The (e-- e)1 /4
_dejednW of #1/4 in (85) is exactly balanced in (84) by the (e - e)-1/4-dependence of

I n ' ' ' (67) of"p(;). Als [p2()I- te(') nd to ser faster with than S The classical

path croms section (71b) for dissociative recombination then reduces to,

VDl(() = ,,(R) [Oc(R) + ed(R) - 2cj(R)(R) ai 2A(R)] (93.)

where,
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I= Wi-(!!I,) [!.SI { I IAO(5)} (93b)

whih is hits. at t6 caustic. he serm in bc toprnt. the d yn frobutia m th. Caustic to

the Frno-on w mato s -in effect replacing the crreponding (divergent) term in (Tia).

V.0 Corrnepldamc between Clssial Path, Semldasslcal nd Quanta! Theories of
DIeocdatIvo RecombIntIon

In order to probe with the quantal resul, correspondance the symmetrical tarm (Ma) of the basic
clandoal path result n efd. On making the substitution (74), the ohmical path amplitude sop(*)

q(I)' 1 'c(c) whee c is given by (29a) i therefore,

sap(s) = 2w@-[-sA(Rx)J VZ(R) {(1/A)'I',- [c()eup+,&(R) .,(R),*p-,&())} dR (4)

The tam in braces in (94) is emsutially th product of the bound and continuum vibrational wavefunctions

(see below). Statonary-Phan Evaluation of (94) ykIds (78b). as It soud.

Qsaat.L The quental epreWmon for the autotonluation frequency, with electron NMr uin the range , +,+&

and with the ion left in state (w, J) is,

where the system wasdv ictlon for A - r collisions at enery S is,

90, 1) = I J(, R)YM(A)MQ', R) (A)

the product of the Born-Oppenheimser electronic wavefunction #d the actual continuum (radial) vibrational

w&Vefunction Og in the presence of autoianization and the rotational wavefunction YVm (A). The rovibratioiial

wavefunction for AB'(v, 1) is,

=n ) ,(m r:() (97)

Both #(, it) and the continuum electronic function #+ for the (a- - AB+ ) sysem we energy nor-

malised with unit densities p(S), p(e) of states, respectively. The incident current (c/dR)dR integated for

all directions of ]t is thereo (SwrMN/h)dS = (A,2/20A)dM. The associative ionisbaon craes section

(W /4) is ten.,

PAg(Z) = (2J + 1)Pq(S, #; i,,) (93)

'AS
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whea. the quantal i mlitude cc transition mmlii element is,

eQ(V) = 2r1f VZ(R) ( J,)'d(R )J()] s ()

By detailed balac, the dimociative recoNbination cram section is,

• oc) = =w (100)

which is dimensaiolm.

Redoctie of QseitL Semnclauseek The product of the semiclassical ZWKB vibiationsl wavefunctioma,

= ~ i 14~]m fk (R) sif + (101)

for the discrete levels wt inner (d.hand) turning point Re and

MdR) [ (JI [ R P-6 (I hd + !) - AdR) aw +6 (I Add+ )] (102)

for the continuum leveb subject to a toionihation *

4'(R0(R) = (.a/)1/2(.+.d)'1I [d(R) gap +6(R) + Au(R) c.p-SA()] (103)

whm the pham dirmee is,

A(R) = i+(R) dR - sk(R)dR (104)

The highl oscillatory etpomentials of thes phase sume hae" been neglected since they provide little relative

conriutlinto (). noe quntal amplitude (9N) with the semiclassical (103) is then,

eq(c) = 21(v/h)1J"'(9+.d)-1/2V.(R) (cd(R) asp +,4(R) + sa(R) aup-%&(R)] dR (105)

The stationary pham condition yields k,(R) - ,,(R) so that the arithmetic mean (R) sad geometric
mean [.+(R)wd(R)fW3 we identical at the points of stationary phase and (105) is identical to the classical
path amplitude. Stationary phase evaluation of but (105) and (94) confrms that,

,(.) = .cp(,)cap+,&(Rx) (10)

where p is given by (78b). The classical path amplitude (94) is therefore the quantal amplitude (99) with

the JWKB vibrational product (103), thereby estabAishing the equivalence between the matrix element (105)
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and its Pourier Csmp '' mIpat" (28) cc (2.). is equivalen. for vibrational transitions is

Somewhat Ais to the eiasberg Cespoedanc Principle foe electronic transitoms.

When the boud vibrational JWKB wavfunction .+ is takm with repect to its right-hand turning

point Me then the analysis i ... above but with A rplaced by,

Apt) =f'IS +(R) Ot-fC'kd(R) dR (107)

which reduces with the aid of,

Af&+(R) di= ( 2D
to

A(R)=( + b. - [ +(R)dR+ f d(R)dR (ls)

The snaller of A and in practice would be adopted in the gera mult (78b).

V.? Rate of D4remt Dissociative Recombtnatlo

For a Maxwellia distribution of electron energies c = '(T) at temperature T, the DRr. is,

O(T) = fj ' R(EW',.,-4 kd a (UjR(T)) (10)

where F is the mean electron speed (8AT/fMAs)11 and irb is a mean cr section at temperatum T.

An enera thrshold to = V(Jr) - V+(I%) 0 pertains for the c when the emerp V(Rz) at the

cresing emeeda the original vibrational ener of AB+(,). In tm of the probability (66) for dissociative

O(T) = (!!!) f' jo(n e)Ir .. p-el/h) ii(110)

is the basic expreion for the rate which includes all the phame informstion in (W). In order to obtain

a simplified analytical rate, asume that there is only one region of stationary phase at R. so that e =

V(R.) - V+(R) and that the in-out interference elect can be ignored. The probability is then,

ION' Of =~ t [ .i W(JR)Ill hAw,, [cx(R.) + A,(R.)] (111.)

which with (35) is,

= I, (I' (R) 1-11 J,[ fl R) I1 FR() d, (111b)

LtI'(R) IW(2a~ t A fit V(R) [ fit. q(R) J
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where the term in brac in-the average probability for survival aeen it. We z aMd it. ftit -j an

Vd4R). Adoption of (111) in (110) therefore demands the location X. which depends in tuam en the energy,

3 Ok!(R) + V4(R) + L3~(12
2M 2MWP

of relative motion under Vd. From c = V(Rq) - V+(R,) and the vibrational. rotational level (9, L) ofA+

k,(R,.) - d(Rt.) and Bocan then be determined to provide R. se a fuctie oft. terther reduction of (110)

with (IlI1b) is therefore not possible without additonal assemptiosi.

(a) In the low Mnep limit q- 0. (Ad. A.) - Rznd

INC-0)?' - zwr(Rxz) IW'(RxW~' { liR) .( I}(113)
such that (110) reduce at low 7toe,

As -2,~ :(!;a) r(AZ) {I,+(J)13 ,Wff(jt)-,} (114)

The team in brace is an efective Irac-Candon factor for boud-free transitions. Thi analytical result

is a generalised version of the original result of Dale in that It Include W'(A) = Jf(V4 - V) rather than

Vd alone. It therefore allows for a distinction to be mae between croumings on either sde of the potential

minimum. For crossings at the potential mminizum the rMats are IdentCaL

(b) Assume either that V+is soashallow that h*(R.) - 0Oofrthat Vkis osteep. Then R.= A. which

in given universally by e = Vg(R.o) - V(R.). The recombination of electrons of einerg # originates at the

distance of closest approach so that the creew section (82a) can be used directly in (109) to give,

where P(t) is the probability density (33b) given by,

ds AW(R) t'Jtlep(-1r ,(Rjt)/

whenre .= W(R). Por constant drainage dPi/d. is constant R. and , ad (114) is recveed
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Appeadha haick.-C; Overlap for Bound-Fm Vibratioeal mammitioa with and without

Autoloulaation

1. JWKB fsaock-Condon Overlap without Autoloulsation

The JWKB normalised semiclaical waveuaction for the bound vibrational level (as, f) fAD+ with

vibratioal fequencya is,

*+(R) = 2 1"3 [J ,(R)dR+] R.* R (Al)

where A = de,/de i the level spacing, and et s the classical turning point given by the nnrmot sero of

Jf( = - V,(R) +)- (A)

the radial sped +(R) o relative motion of energy (0- 41 in potential V+(R). The JWKB wavefnctuon

energy nornallsed. to 5(3 - J') for the vibrational continuum of AFr without autoioaiseais ,

[I.R = (R 12 a' ME() dR + !I 30 A, (A3)

where o. is determined by the inne)most sto of,

h= [(R)= -V) a (M)

for the radial speed vd(R) of reltve motion in the dissociative potential 1Vg(R). Angular momntum of

relative nuclear mtion is conserved (3 = L). The Franck-Condon amplitude,

S= F KR)OAR) dR (AS)

is then written with (Al) and (AM) s,

s =(± )1  ,to {'+(R)(R)}/' "ap+sA(R) + eap-s(R)) d (AM)

where the phase,

A(R) =J + (R) dR -Jkd(R) dR (A?)

has a stationary point where A'(R) = dh/dR = 0 ie. where k+(Rt.) = kd(Rj.. The previous condition

(equation (38)),

v,(,) = v+(R,) +C (M)
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for a vertical traaditl~atrot A = X, i thena recvn d. 7he(w tems es*i&) in (A#) provde the

contributions to S froms the incoming (-) said outgoing (+) components of d. On ezpading.

AMR = A(R. + A'(R, (A - it.) + lA"(R. (it - At)a (AO)

and on changing the integration variable to a = A - A. with lisrits (*oo) then (AG) can be evaluated with

the aid of,

CeM * 012 o aw(*6). (AlO)

The Stationary-Phaise Vibrational Overlap is thereore,

S = 1' {s4s [eA(I.*! + eao-.[A(R.)*!jj (All)

where tWe constant phase (*u/4) pertain to positive or negative values of A'(At) = k+(A.) - 'jR,
IesPeMctively ia. to either minim or maxms in A at R.. From (AM) and (A4),

A"v(R.) = ' i(V, - V+. u - W(R.) (A12)

where W = Vd(R) - V+ (A). The Pac--don Factor is then,

= .[ I IW(A,)1 si2 [&(it.);] (Al3)

which oscillates (rapidly for A large) about its average value,

2= [kk Iw(R.)1' (A14)

For mne root 24o .(AS) when W1 = dW/dit < 0, the s ipa in (AIS) is appropriate. Several variations

of (Al3) can be constructed.

(a) ln clam"ca umedchas the quantal probability,

1+.()2dR= - 2dt (A15)

is replaced by the corresponding classical aiverage over the period T for vibrational motion, the factor of 2

arising from inward ind Outward radial. motion ie. 1#b+(Rt)1 = 2w,/.(R). This also follows from the JWKB

function (Al). Use of this corres-pondence in (A14) therefore yields the Franck-Condon Factor,

ISI2. = 2 R0+(t)I' j-(Ve - V+)I ain2 [&(Rv): ( A16)

which is advantageous in that it circumvents the divergence in the overlap (Ala) at the classical turning

point R. common to all JWKB-basd apojatons. Then
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ISI=,*:(R.)I'I1 (v V+)J-

which is hlits.

(b) The simplest energ normalised continuum wavefunction is the Winans-Stusckslbsrg function,

= II ( - A-

where R. is the classical turning point. The Frmnck-Con doai overlap i then,

IS12 = loit-W1(&) I d (All)

tobe compared with themre accurate epresion (AIS)oat(A14). It is thereorevlid when,I~)IJ~
is. the potential %d is so steep and strongy repulsive relative to V+(R). The Franck.Condoa overlap (Ala)

is that usd by Darduley to provide the cross section (4) for dissociative recombination.

(c) Airy Function Remedy

In order to remedy the wellknown breaktdown of the JWKB fixnctioms (Al) and (AS) close to the

classical turning points, the i WK functions can he replaced by their Ainy function counterparts,

si # dR + v 1 1 'a''Ai(-x), 2313' JA (A19)

in (Al) and (AM). The sAtinry phase result (A13) is then replacsd by,

SI v = Iw'(R)r [siI/2,uiI4Ag-...,)1 A0
for the resulting overlap, where the argument of the Airy function Ai in termas of the phase difierence (AT)

is,

=~. [&A(R.)]. (A21)

For larg arguments q, is. fhe X. well removd from the classical turning points &t and Ro, then,

TmSj/A(q" (in a+! it. -. it. (A22)

so that (Al3) is recovered (for the case W'(R,) < 0). The overlap (A20) uniformly connects the classical

amsessible and inaccessible regions and does not diverge when R. is located at the classical turning point R.

2. Franck-Condon Overlap with Autolonisation

As noted in 111C, the elect of autoionisation on the dissociating A - DO system is realised byasgng

the complex potential eneru 3,
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Zd,(Rt) = V4R - jr(R) (AU3)

to the decaying dissociative date. The M"K solution of,

-- -= .7 [, - v.4Rj) + jr(Rt)] a k3l(Rt)#,(R) (A24)

which satisfie the appropriate condition for the incoming and outioing wavs at the boundary Ex a,

#*(R) 2 1i~ "aR dR fsmf rLBI~ +±I! 1  (A26)sapAxr(R)t , R

(u()1 2 iP 2hJ I^ (R) 1. [k!)+A rt

where,

i3(R) = k3(R) + sr(R) (A2G.)
4 R() + rR) < i- vd(R) (A2ob)

2A 9(R)

The autoionisation, iin effect within the reaction son@ between the crosing point Az, when Vd = V+,

and the distance R. o closest approach at enerp S. The physic within #a above becomes apparent by

rewriting (A25) as,

#A. ((L d f - (R ( 4 1] ( )

where,

is the arvival amplitude from R1 to R on the incoming leg and,

IdR - +a [- I't r! R d2 a] [ Ad dA + (MO7)

is the amplitude for in-out survival for the equence Rx -. R X. The stationary.phas determination

of,
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5 = I#:' (R)O(R) dR (A0)

with two points of well sprated Stationy phan where k+(XI) = hd(R.) as R1.2 yiel

$= (S1 {c + 181 SOP(-2%Ai)) + uP(-.AUs) {c - 10 eap(-2sA2 )JJ]mp(Al - (All)

where,

Si-- [ j ,l(j ,,- ]1/3 (A31k')

whnq d(), 4= d(i and,

Aq = A(R) - A(R) E Ai -Aj (A,1c)

in term of A given by (AT). The notation is Such that A > As where W'(R) < 0 and W'(Jt2) > 0,

respectively. When autoionisation is neglected, c =1 ,d, them (Al) reducs to (Al3).

fo two general regions of stationary phae then the Stabomay-Phas Uniform Prescription (50) yd

s = ($. {culs +u .,eap(-2.A)} + i a(-.Au) {,fla - ua 'aeu,(-2s.)}ias(a-) (A12)

for the Ph ,ck-Condo overlap, end where,

F[An] = ),j114A,-,)+,',-114Af(-, ,- ; eIAI'/2 =At,>0 (A33)

is the ftction introducsd priously in (51). The abo results (A3) and (A32) for the vibrational overlap,

with and without (cd = 1 = a) autoianiation for two general regim of Stationary phame appear new to the

literature, and help establish the oe dence between the present lassical path theory and the quantal

result.
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The semiclasical adiabatic InvarIace method (AIM) is used to compute thermal enerp rate coefficients

for capture of vaious atomic and molecular ions by diatomic and tratomic molecules with permanent dipole

moments. Particular ion-molecule systems studied in this paper include Re+, C+, and ffs+ ioms reacting

with polar MCi molacules and Ho, C+' 0+' ECO, and Ns3+ Ion with ECK molecules. in addition,

a new modification of the adiabatic Invariance method is presented in this paer, which accounts for the

Coupling Of the internal rotational angular momentum (J) of the target molecule to the orbital angular

momentum (1) of the projectile ion about the cente of mas of the target moleculs Comparison of the AIM

results with the pusnt modificaim to the adiabatic invariance method, and with available experimenital

data and extent theory, for the above 1cm-molecule reactions, indicate that the inclusion of j - I coupling

within the AIMI is most important in the limit of liHt ion mass or weak ion-molecule interactions.

PACS so.: 34.50.Lf, 32.30Y, 62.32.Nr

Rtuainda Title Thermal Ion-molecule Reactions
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The semldamical adiabatic invariance method (AIM) was first proposed!1) for ion-molecule collisions

where the interaction potential energy is an adiabatic invariant about the rotational angle of the target

molecule, and hes been applied to las-molecule colisions with linear 31 and symmetric topPI molecules with

permenant dipole maomenta and lo~udu emolecul 1'1 collisions. However, at present so account he.

bee. made an the above AIM cailculation for the coupling between the Internal orbital aular momentum,

jof the target molecule, and the relative angular momentum I of the projectie about thecenter-of-maus of

the project ion-target molecule system In this paper a modification of the adiabatic invariance method

is proposed which take. into account the coupling between j and I in lawsolecule collisiouas.

An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Ill.A. I the modifications to the AIM are

prsented Omherafe denoted AIM(jL). while in l. A. 2 an overview of the original AIM is given in the

notation at this paper. The details of the computation of the capture P, sectione and rate coedkiente into

specific and quantal sta of the target molecule are given in Ill. I. A diecusion of the present results

with availab" theory and experimental data is provided in Jill, while a summary of the paper is given in

JI. Unles otherwise noted, all quantiie are in atomic unite.

VI. 2 Theory

2. A. 1 ModMad Adiabatic Invarimanc Method

The HaznIlttnian,79, deecribing the reactions

X+ + ABD- (XAB)* - product. (1.)

X+ + ABC -. (XAB&)* --oproducta (16)

of an ion X+ with diatonmic (AB) or triatomnic (ABC) target molecules with permanent dipole moment D,

in the body-fized CM fhame, is

INB= B 13 + fd Dc..9(2
~' 2w3s (02)

where B and qA are the rotational constant and dipole polarisability of the molecule respectively, and with

P. 0 reprsenting the intermolecular distance and aingle between the dipole moment D and the intermolecular

axis of AB, respectively. The interaction potential for the ion-molecule reactions (1) is,

ad Dco.9 (

Since J is a conserved quantity in the collision (1), we can write (fi- J)3 in term of the projection!s)

(0) or j onto the intermolecularaxs
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)3= (J + 1)2 +?j -2n3 (4)((4)

The Hamiltonian W can then be written,

71=Bi j+13 1- n] + Dow. (5)

The adiabatic potential is defined for Axed r by

D --.. I,D (6)

wher = pl. +pV,,/sa#. Since v is cyclic, N = n&, the integration o( po over a complete cycle (range)

of angle 0 is an adiabatic invariant,

2w(s + )de. (7)

Tb determine kt adiabatic potential e(.) from the quantsatiom condition (7) on p., an
relating p. to e is needed. Such an ezprueaon is obtained from the definition of j (given above) in tem of
p andp , and aing use of the fact that p i a cyclic variable and result in,

Subtltuting (8) into (7), and defining the deionleu variables, p = cos and a = r V". and with

u(s) = e/B, equation (7) can be rewritten as,

1 .(20,,Vf
-1 = + =

where we have replaced n on the left-hand ede of (7) with m- m due to the invariance of the integral of
Pg. Note that when the limit r -. oo is taken, the integral in (0) can be done analytically with the remult,

n +1/2 =/*"~-I m = ( + 1/2)- 1m 1. The fntion fin the integrand of equation (9) is given by,

f(a) = pp - 2 U P + ((- )" -8 2 ) (10)

= (P - e(P - b)(P - C)

where the rots {., b, c) of the cubic polynomial ae ordered such that a > > c. After some algebra, the

integral equation (0) can be rewritten as a transcendental equation for the dimensionlem adiabatic potential
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S 1- Ii + !)r ,' + ] (a- )* = 2(Uj.(,),' -,)Zlq) + 2(8 - 43(q)(

- mI(s2 + i~) [ -C: +

where X, Z, and l represent the complete elliptic integral of Ant, e= 4 and third kind14 , rexpectivel,

with modulid ed as,f = (b- c)/(.- c), I= (b- c)/(1 -c) and p (- )/( +e).

The adiabatic potential uj,.(*) is then obtained from (11) once the rooke of the cobi polynomial (10)

are determined. In addition, to determine the capture -ram ectia in $11.5, an ae a is required for

the first derivative of ujga) with respect to a. By applying Laibits's r le to (9), the required

for the &u derivative is obtained,

ujS = 2a. (1(a10~) ~ ) (12)•2 + '2D Xqa (/2pDz))

2.A.2 Adiabatic Invariance Method

In this eection we provide a short overview of the oriin adiabatic invariance -ethod(I4 =i the

preeent notation for corplaeen. In colliuia of io. with molecde with permanent dipole moments, the

adiabatic potential is defined for Ld r by,

6 (r) = B?' + - .(13)

The problem w apin to determie the adiabatic potential using the quantisabas condition (7). No.

=iec-g the coupling between j and, the analog of (0) *

miI 1 )f vRTY i4_d r (14),rU - IM + 1) = d9(4

with the function f in the integrand of(14) Siven by,

AS) pp _' -3p _' p + (,, _ M2),2

= ('- -)(p - b)(P - C)

where the roots are ordered a > c, and the remaining terms in (14) and (15) are the ame w in (9) and

(10). Equation (14) can be converted from an integral equation to a transcendental equation in v with the

result,

( - Iml + ),r(,, - e)i = 2(,,..(a),, - &)rq) + 2(. - (q) - m303 + :] (16)
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When. KA,5, A &WgaadPAll ha&Ve the sam meaning s in 31?.. I. 7Ue derivative .msi..(s) is obtained

via Leabmts'e rule in exacty the samis manner as equation (12) woo obtained above, with the result,

In comparing the AIM(j,*) and AIM, it is found that the 1/2p term has the effect at coupling the

rotational angular momeantum I with the orbital angular momentum j. In the limit as (1/2pD) - 0,
equations (9), (11-12) reduce to (14), (16.17), reepectively. Clearly, the incusion of tA* coupling betweenj

and I is most important in the limit of light ionic moat weak ion,-molecule Interaction(a measured by

the magnitude of D, the dipole moment).

2.3 Computation of the Capture Cross Sections and Rate Coeedients:

The effetive poni s given by

whore L2 = 23pP, OWd with 6 and R the classical impact parameter and ion energ in the CM fame,
respectively. In the modified AIM the angular momentum is ezprmed,

The capture cross section is determined by the conditions,

U~j~Qo - 3,(20a)

In order to solve the above equations, the derivati v j.(s) with respect to * is needed. The required

expression for dfuj.(a)/do is given in equation (12) above. Once the above equations have been solved for

r t the cross section for capture into a specfi state of the tage molecule is,

= w(J uo (21)

The total cross section for capture into a given state of the target molecule summed over all possible

2j +1I magnetic substates is$

J Li ~ i ruj,(3 if ir>Bi (22a)

if 3rsB (22b)
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where, in the cane whm5i - B the capture crew section j.~ is replaced with the second-order Stark cross

where the -ea Al,. are equal to a - C1,. if x > C11. and ser. otherwis The constants C1. above are

equal to .-1/3 if 1 = 0 a"d / if j > 0, while a = ajB/D2.

The rate coefficient for capture into the state at the molecule in then given by,.

Upon averaging over an assumed )-eI-Botma thermal distribution, an averaged rate coeficient

for capture at temperature T is,

'r(2j + 1) *"apDU+1/3)/k

where the sum over j rangp from meeto j,,.. which is the maximm orbital angular momentum of the

target molecule which still supports an angular momentum harrie In the effetive potential.

VI. .3 Results and Discussion

The molecular parameters of MCI for e*, D and B used in the present calculations were 2.63 (As),
1.06 (DelWv),sad 10.59 (cm1), respectively, while for MCN the corresponding values used wone 2.59 (A$),
2.96 (Deys), andi 1.48 (c'.The adiabatic potential sury for the present nmdlhedl AIM reults were

determined from equation (11). while the original AIM results shown were obtained from equation (16).

The complete elliptic integrals of the ido and second kind were computed from standard codes, while the

complete elliptic integral of the third kind wme computedl by the method given by Carlson ('. The capture

cross sections vj(3) were caklculte from (22) ever an energy range X from 0 to 3000B. The averaged rate

coeffcients for capture were calculated from equation (25) with, j..@ equal to 20 for MCI and 40 for NCN.

The weighted erro In the rat coefficient for MCI for j... = 20 at 1000 *K islame than 0.2 percent, while

the error for 3NiX tJam = 4at1000 K is lessthan 3%.

Table 1 Siva the comparison of the rate coefficients of the AIMbAf) and the AIM to experimental

data and other theorie for capture for Z+, C', 0', and NCO+ lons reacting with ECN molecule at

temeraure205, 300, 440, and 540 -K. Tabl 2 and 3 present the rate coefficients for 03+ ion reacting with

HCN and MCI molecule at temperature of 205, 300, 440, and 540 *J. The experimental data shown in

tablee 1-3 were taken from reference [8]. Table 4 shows the rate >efficients of Me+ and C+ ions reating

with MCI molecule at 27, 66, and 300 1J with the experimental data taken from refeence (9].
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Por the reaction MF+kCN, the r&atceficients computed h=o the AI(j.*) and AI awe ignificantly

difierent (ms figure 1). It Indicates that the rotational and orbital angular momentum coupling ( -1 coupling

)has significant elfect during the recombination process. 71e AIMj*) results awe close to the results of

the adiabai capture and centrifugal sudden approximation (ACCSA)J.IM The results of both AXM(j,1 and

the ACCSA agree well with expemdm=ta data ecept at 205 09. The cause of the ovrsiaainby the

theories is still not clear.

The rate coefficissts of reaction of Hz+ ion with MON and MCI molecules awe veil predicted by the

AIM(j,f) and AIM as shown in figures 2 and 3., repectively. The small difierence between the results of the

AIM(J,* and AIM indicates that the j - I coupling does not play an important role during the collision. In

Tables 3 and 4 excellent agreement of the AIKbL) and AIM results can be sea with the classical trajectory

metho (CT) 11, statistical method.- probability weighted electve poential method (PWZU), Alux

weighted effctve potential method (FW3CPM) 11.14.18], quantum mechanical method -statistical adiabatic

channel model (sAcM) 11,1 and ACCSA at temperatures- above 2o0'1.

Flor the reaction He+ + MCI, tabl 4 ad figure 4 show that there is virtually no difierence between

the rate coeficents computed by the AI(ijf and the AnM. The j - I coupling in this case is entirely

negligible - thereby confirming that the j - I coupling is important only for very light ion or week ionb.

molecule Interactions. The results of both the AIU(jL) and the AIM show excellent agreement with the

ACCSA and the SACK results. All theories agrse with the measured dat to within the erperimental error.

For the reaction of C+ with MON and MCI molecules, the AI results, along with other theories, over

estimate the rat coefficients when compared with experimental date. Studies by Clary st aL, It" Indicate

that the overestimation is due to the open sh" nature of the carbon ion 0+ in the colldo.. With .l~daiU

calculations, they suggested that for 0 the final results should be multiplied by a factor of(2/3. Ence, in

this paper, the present modified AIM results for the mae of &+ have been multiplied by the factor of 2/3.

A similiar situation exiss in themcae of the reaction 0+ + MCN. The overestimation of extant theories

in the mae of reactions of oxygen ions 0+ may again he due to the open shell nature of 0O as was indicated

by sb.,i. calculations for the me of &+ ions. At present, no comparable el-deis calculations have been

done for the mae of omygen ions recting with ECH.

The rate coefficients for the reaction HC0+ + MCN computed by the present AIM calculations agree

with the exemetal data and the ACCSA. At 205 and 300 KN the present AIM results are about 25

percent above the siperimental data, which is within the expeimental erro bars of the SIFT technique.

TI. 4 SUmmary

A new modification to the adiabatic invarianc method (AIMUI)) has been presented and shown to be

important for thermal Ion-molecule reactions. The principal feature of the modification to the AIM theory

Ws the inclusion of the coupling between the internal rotation angular momentum of the tar"e molecule with

so



the orbital aagua momentum of the projectile ,on about the CM of the target moeule
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Table 1. Compailu of rate .oeficients foe capture fiw the reaction 14+ CN (Z =5, C, 0, NCO)

1Tummaturg (OK)
205 300 440 540

ruc~tion uethods k (X 1Oms000 ')

5+ + HCN AIM OAi) is. 13. 10. 9.2

wat woik)
AIM 17. is. 12. 11.

-pua work)
AcciA 16. 13. 11. 11.

apeuims 11. 11. 10. S.?

C++JCtAIM 3.9 33 2LI 2.6

-"n work)
ACSA 3.7 31 2L7 2.5

apedmeat 3.4 3U 3.0 2.9

0+ +CN And 5.4 4.5 3.5 3.5

ACSA 5.0 4.2 3.6 3.4
updet3.7 3.5 3.3 3L1

NC0+ + CN AIM 4.6 3.8 3.2 3.0

-pea wk)
ACCSA 4.2 &.5 3.1 2.6

expeum &7 3.1 2.6 28

(a) for ddnitioss of the symbols me table 2. The ezpemeamt ad ACCSA data weae fom (5I.

(t) the AIM aud ACCSA rnmlts have ell been multplied by 2/3. [15]
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Table 2. CNmpaarm6iWaGt* OOiCWtst for capture for the Na&+ + ECK reaction

15 60 1OO 150 205 220 20 280 300 320 380 440 500 540 O0
method k (tO-,cm3sa - )

AIMUJ) 35.5 19.7 14.0 11.5 9.9 9.6 5.8 1.5 5.2 5.0 7.4 6.9 6.5 6.2 6.9
AIM6 36.5 20.2 14.4 11.9 10.3 10.0 9.3 9.0 8.7 5.4 7.A T. U 0.7 .5

CT (A) 31.6 20.5 1.3 6.7
(B) 22.0 13.0 9.2 7.4

PTR.AT' 32.1 18.6 13.6 11.3 0.0 0.6 5.9 8.7 8.4 8.2 7.6 7.2 5.6
CVTST 63.5 29.4 20.917.2 14. 14.3 13.2 12.8 12.4 12.0 11.1 10.4 9.4

ADO/ 5.5 6.6 6.4

PWEPM8 26.1 14.4 10.2 5. 7.5 T.2 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.2 6.8 5.5 5.1
FWEPM& 31.0 17.0 11.0 9.9 5.6 8.4 .8 7.6 7.4 7.2 6.7 0. 5.8

ACCSA' 54.0 24.0 120 0.6 8.3 7.3 6.9
SACM 15.0 11.0 8.7 7.2 6.5

zpt.h 9.5 8.1 7.1 6.7

Preen Work

(a) AIM(jA: Modiled Adiabatic Invariam Method

(b) AIM: Adiabai Invariance Method

Cluial 2k -e

(c) CT: Caical Tmjtwy (A) 1111 and (B) (131
(d) PTRAT, Pamamstrind Tajector. (12], [13]
(a) Cv'WM Conical Variational Sa.sitiou State Theoy [11]

St4t~aic 22.n-id:

(f) ADO- Average Dipole Orientation (6l, [16]. (17]
(9) PWEPM: Probability Weighted Elct Potential Method [11], [14], (15]
(b) PWEPM: Flux Weighted Eletve Potential Method 11], [14], [15]

quantum 71wai":

(i) ACCSA: Adiabatic Capture and Centrifugal Sdi' m Approximation (8]

0) SACM: Statistical Adiabatic Channel Model 116]. [17]
() ewt: Ixperimunt [8]
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Tabhe 3. CmprIirbe iad ta coefficients for capture fr the Zs+ + MCI reaction

1umpf, , rs (N)
IS 50 100 150 205 20 260 280 300 20 380 440 500 640 600

m,,thdt k (10OCM3 - I)

AIM(j,l) 13.2 7.4 5.6 4.8 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.3 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.1

ADI IS 7.6 5.7 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.6 3A 3,4 3.3 3.2

CT$ 12.6 6.5 5.4 4.4 3.9 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.8 .4 3 .6 3.2

PTRA.T 12. 7. 6.8 6.0 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.

CVTST 19.4 10.9 1.0 6.8 6.0 6.9 5.5 6.4 6.3 5.2 4.3 4.7 4.4

ADO 3.4

PWEPM 9.9 5.9 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.3

FWBPM 11.7 6.8 5.1 4.4 4.0 3.3 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.1

ACCSA 16.0 7.6 4.5 4.1 3.6 3.3 3.2

SACM 12.8 7.6 5.7

Cwt. 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.4

(t) for ddai ow and nefuems of the symbols m ta 2.
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Table 4. r o rate co.ciemts for eaptuwre for the reaction , + ECL (X = E. C)

TI esus (air)
27 66 300

method" k (1-O'ci.- 1 )

He+ + ECI AIM 0jL) 3.7 5.7 3.4

(p-.s wok)
AI 8.9 63 3.4
(preset work)
ACCSA 8.4 5.5 .
SACIA 5.6 5.6 3.0

m ast 11.a .3.0 4.6 :k 1.4 3.3 0.5

C+ + HCt AIM 3.T 2.5 1.5
-pea work)

ACCSA 2.5 2.3 1.0
SACM 3.6 2.2 1.3

3.8 * 1.1 1.0 *0.6 1.0 * 0

(a) for defitos of the symbols see table 2. The expeast, ACCSA, aud SACU dt wee from (9).

(the AIM, ACCSA, end SACM rmts he &B bes ultiprid by 2/3. [13]
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